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Victor Vacquier
This gra-iL was ev:ablished to!S-lvesrAgate the applicability of protGn
magnetometer8 to the measurement of magnetic fields on the surface of the
moon from an unmanned vehicle and to explore the feasibility of measuring
the magnetic properties of the moon's surface.
_In the ccurse of_'Le invesUgations a mudy was made ofF.he facets entering
into the design of a sensing head for proton magnetometers. _ A summary of
this study Is included as Ap_Pendix I.
Some of the ._ands of this grant were used to assist In the construction
of a portable:.proton magnetometer so as to provlde a means for testing the
dlffereutqal proton magnetometer described/n the proposal. This instru-
ment has been used for archeological prospecting in California and served
as the prototype of the magnetometer built fDr the deep towed vehicle at
Scripps, the bathyscaph TRIF_TE, and the magnetometer used on the GIBBS.
In the THRESHER search. Appendix IIdescribes this !_n.Strumen_.
Although the proton magnetometer as developed has proven to b_ a
significant contribution to geomagnetlc research, the results, wir_ respect
to the purpose of the grant, have been negative. Field measurements made
by space probes indicate that the magnetic field of the moon is _mall, prob-
ably less than I mllllgauss, malting a proton magnetometer essentially un-
usable. The signal-to-noise ratio of this type of instrument is clirectly pro-
por_ional to the mazn/tude of the ambier_t field. The instrument developed
i- under r_is grant has a slgnal-to-nolse ratio of 30 to I In the field of the Earth
which i_ 0.5 gamma at tA Jolla. It would have a signal-_o-nolse ratio of
! unity in a field of 0. 17 milllgaus_ which is likely to be the maximum value
t of the lunar magneric field.
f_
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In view of the present availability of fluxgates and optically pumped
magnetometers built for artificial satellites, there is no need for pursuing
the development of a special proton precession magnetometer for a soft-
landing vheicle. The general magnetic field of the moon is best measured
by a low-altitude space ¢ehicle rather than on the moon's surface.
Under the grant it was proposed to explore the possibility of making a
thel_aomagneti¢ analysis of moon-like material with a specially cormtructed
Curie balance. A suitable electromagnet and some quartz springs were
procured; V,owever, it became apparent that this t_T,e of balance would not
be. the me,st convenient kind for a laboratory and, in view of the progress of
Projecr Apollo which intends to bring lunar material samples back to earth
for o:mlysis, further pursuit of the Curie balance appeared to be a waste of
effort.
Dr. John Belshe and Dr. J. D. Mudie, the investigators ln¢olved in
this grant, were at times working only part time for the University of Cali-
fornia. Someof the work was done at Cambridge University, England. Then
Dr. Belshe spent some tlme at the University of California, Los Angeles,
before finally leaving for the University of Hawaii where he is employed at
present. This discontinuity of residence as well as the Interruption oeca-
sionecl by the THRESHER disaster has considerably prolonged _e work
tw.dez this grant.
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AN APPRECIATION OF THE DESIGN FACTORS
OF PROTON MAGNETOMETER SENSING HEADS
John D. Mudie
1.0 Introduction
The use of a proton magnetometer on the moon is predicated on obtain-
ing a sufficiently strong proton signal. As the proton signal strength is pro-
portional to the field strength, the signal-noise ratio will deteriorate "i.=:low
ambient _'ields. A study of the factors affecting signal strength is obvic,sly
mandatory for operation on the moon.
The design of the optimum coil coniiguration and choice of nuclear
sample are complex, and little attention has been paid to this subject m the
pest owing to the relative ease with which a sufficiently satisfactory detector
may be designed. As the optimum design configuration varies in a com-
plex fashion with the operational requirements, little theoretical analysis
of design factors has been reported in the literature, and the design for a
particular operational requirement has been arrived at on a trial and error
basis.
This appreciation does not give the optimum design but discusses the
various factors which influence the detection of the proton signal and dis-
cussed methods by which these factors may be evaluated.
J
1.1 Detector Coil Types
Three types oK proton sigtml detection have been used:
1) Adiabatic Field Removal. In this method the polarizing field is re-
moved slowly (i. e., in a time long compared to 2 _/,fH)either by moving the
water sample out of *Jle polarizing field (Driscoll and Bender, 1958) or by
It
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short circuiting the polarizing field coil (Vigoureux, 1962) and then applying
a short oscillating pulse of suitable amplitude and duration so that the protons
arc aligned normally to the over-all field.
2) Non-Adiabatic Field Removal with Separate Polarizing and Detect-
ing Coils. This method was used in the origir:_ll development of a proton
magnetometer (Waters and Francis, 1958) but has since been superseded
1:5, the use of a single coil.
3) Non-Adiabatic Field Removal with a Single Coil. As will be sho' tn
later the mterrelationshipof the design considerations arising from the dual
use of t,he detector cure polarizing coil are such as to render methods adopted
in I) and 2) above irrelevant. The dual use of a single coil was suggested by
Waters and Franci,. and has stnce become shaadard in geomagnetic work.
2.0 General Analysis
This analysis follows Faini and Svelto (1962) and uses t.beir notation.
A liquid of nuclear density N (i. e., number of protons m -3) consisting of
molecules whose nuclei have a magnetic moment "ffiI and of spiv angular
momentum number, I, has a nuclear paramagnetic susceptibility of
Ny2_2I {I .+ 1) (1)X =
3kT
at an absolute temperature T (Abragam, 1961).
For protons ha water at room temperature
X a 4x 10 -9 mks.
We have calculated the relative nuclear Imramagnetic susceptibility
of the hydrogen nuclei for a number of liquids, and these calculations appear
in Table 1.
In a nuclear magnetometer the liquid sample is placed inside a coil
through which a current, ip, is passed producing a strong polarizing field
Hp for a time _,. The magnetic moments of the protons then become prefer-
entially _ _.igned along the resultant of the polarizing field and the earth's
field, He, generating a magnetic moment of
= laoX(Hp+He) (1 - e-tp/'°) (2)
o
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TABLE 1
Rcla rive
Proton
Name MP ° C BP°___G Density
Benzene 5.51 80.093 O. 609
Butyl ether -9S. 2 142 O. 976
Dudecane - 12 214.5 I. 05
Hendecane -26.5 105.84 1.03
Isoethyl ester -88.2 111.7 0.809
Menthone -6.6 207 0.942
Nonanol -35 193 1.02
Olelc acid +14 286 O. 971
Ricinolt, ic acid 17 250 O. 970
Rtcinbleie acid,
butylester - 275 0.967
Tetradecene - 12 246 0.996
Trtdecane -6.2 234 1.04
Trlpropylamlne -93.5 156 1.00
Pentane -131.5 36.2 0.938
• Methanol -97.8 64.65 0.982
Water 0 100 1.0
Ethyl alcohol -117.3 78.5 0.926
Dec.aline 43. _26 194.6 1.05
Heptane -90.5 98.5 0.984
.
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;vhere :o is the !ongitudi:_al relax_arb.ui time a:_d _kes i.to ,ic_ount tile ent r-
getic transiti,)r.s tla,.: to fl_ern;al aditatio:: (approximately 3 secs for purc
water. H and therefore M vary reside he coil and may be calculated from
P
£ t rXdi
gp(p) _ 1 ] p (3)4_ J r 3coil
where r is the position vecter of the coil segment, dl, relative to tile sampl ?
element under consideration at P.
The polarizing field is then removed, and the magnetization moves so
t_bat
dM _ -- --
d-T = _ M It) X (Hp(t)* He) (4)
The mJtioa and final orientation of the maga_.ctization therefore depend on the
manne_" m which the polarizing field is r,_mow_d. If the polarizing field ia
removed sufficiently rapidly (see section on Removal of Polarizing Field),
M will remain at an appreciable angle to the earth's field and precession of
the protons' moments around the earth's field will occur at an angular frv-
quency _, = -fH
e
The precession oi the dipoles sets up a dipole moment rotating about
the earth's field H with a magnitude of
e
MXH
e
H (5)
e
The rotating dipole moment may be represented by two oscillatt_.g di-
poles
!_ X_el
Mi - H sln _t 16a)
e
IM XHel
M2 = H cos_ (_)
e
where MIo _'_2 and "He are mutually l_rl_ndicular.
4t
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The oscillating dipoles generate fields of the form
 l(x) = _o 3 dV
r
sample
where rR is thevectorialpositionof X relativeto the proton sample ele-
menu dV, and R isa ._n_tvector.
The a-.l _-t-ncrated in the ceil o _.n turns is
/ d -- --E
-Efor each -) dt _o {'HI + H2)" dA (7)
over the sample
turn
where dA is the elemental coil area. If the coil has a series resistance R
at the angular frequency w, then the maximum signal power available is
W = E2/2R (8)
The above equations may be used to calculatethe signal produced for any
given configuration of coil and sample in which a specified current is passed
for a known time through the coil and is then removed in a known fashion and
the signal measured with an amplifier of known noise factor. The author was
unable to carry out any numerical ea_culations of the above equations, and
the remaining rather incomplete estimations of the effects of various coil
parameters on signal prodrction have perforce been drawn from the litera-
ture.
3.0 Folarizing Time
-tp/_o) 2; W =(1 - e ex (2) (9)
and hence maximum signalisobtained when
t >> •
o o
However, for a given power input the polarizing energy is proportional to
ttme and hence the transfer efficiency (proton signal energy per unit polari-
zing energy),
_o
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(1 - e-tp/X°)__2
t _ (10)t
P
The transfer efficiency obviously approaches a maximam. Hence for maxi-
mum transfer efficiency the polarizing time should be approximately 1.3T .
o
3.1 Coil Sample Configuration
Far a cylindrically symmetrical coil with a rectangularly shaped
winding cross-section simplifications ol varying degrees of accuracy may
be made.
Ideal Solenoid. A solenoid of length b, of mean radius a = ab, of wind-
ing thickness c, of number of turns N, of specific conductivity o will Be
assumed m produce a uniform magnetic field H = Ni/b over the _mple.
This magnetic field will be assumed to be normal to the earth's field. The
power, P, required to produce dais field is
i2N22ta12R _
bco
The total magnetization produced (assuming tp >> _o) will be
XoH
If the polariz.ing field is removed instantaneously, the precessing magnetic
moment will generate a voltage of
d [_oN2 c )2F = ___ (.oXo_) = - (a-_ x° i_rstn-t ]/a
where f is the fraction of the available sample spece actually fille_ with
sample. The maximum power delivered to the amplifier will be E'/2R'0
where R' is the ac resistance of the coil at the angular frequency m.
3.2 Removal of Polarizing Field
A non-instantaneous removal of the polarizing field will result in move-
ment of the precession axes so that the axes will not nec,.essarily be normal
tothe _mrth's field but at an angle f_ causing the amplitude of the signal tobe
6,
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only cos# of that expected for _ = ,T/2. The critical '_c:tion of the polarizir:g
field removal is when the polarizing field becomes comparable with the
earth's field ('Waters and Francis, 1958), sad the criteria for rapid removal
is that
di;
---P << yH 2dz e
This condition will _he _tl,qhed by. the circuit in Fig. 1 in which the com-
ponents are chosen so that the voltage across the bottle during removal of
the polarizing field is such that
V = L di
dt
Lb dH
N dt
Lb 2
_> -- _¢HN e
In addition the coil cable circuit must have a natural resonant frequency
greater than 8 kcs (BuI:.ard, Mason, and Mudie, 1964).
Polarizing
i J + voltage
--O
Fig. 1. Circuit for Rapid Removal of Polarizing Field
7,
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3.3 An_plifier and Tuned Circuits
The noise power in a bandwidth B from th_ coii is
EN2/R = 4 kTB
and thus the signal-noise power ratic will _he
S 2 = V2/E2N N
If SN ,> 1 the noise will introduce a mean squared timing error of
_t 2 = I/,..2SN 2
which will result in a relative ms scattez of _t/T where T is the measure-
ment period and SN the signal-noise ratio at me end of the period of measure-
ment. (Strictly the scatter at the beginning of the intelwal of measurement
should also be allowed for; this will increase the rms scarer factor by
i
Wl +e -2T/'.)
3.4 Other Considerations
N,_n-ldeal Solenoidal Coil. The polarizing field inside a solenoid of
finite length _aries both axially and radially. In addition the rotation magne-
tization is not perfectly linked to the coil. An analysis has been made by.
Faini and Svelto (1962) for single-layer coils, and their results may be used
to calculate the over-all coupling factor for each layer of the coil. An aver-
age coupling factor for a multi-laver coil may be found by weighting the
coupling factor of each layer by the fractional volume of the sample occupy-
ing the coil area. For a coil of mean radius half the length, the coupling
factor n(a) w 0.5.
Winding Spa:c Utilization. As the winding space of the coil is not com-
pletely utilized, the resistance of the coil is increased to WR where W is
the fractional cross-sectional area of the winding space utilized by the con-
ducting material.
Skin and Proximit_ Losses. Although the skin depth at 2000 c/s is
5 cm in copper, skin-effect eddy and proximity losses are appreciable in
.
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multi-layer coils. For the coil constructed by Faini and Svelto the ac re-
sistance of the coil is 1.5 times the low frequency rcsistance resalting in a
power loss of 30 per cent.
Terman (1943) gives a n,lmber of eq,iations which enable the ac resis-
tance of a coil to be calculated.
Amplifier Noise. As any practical ampl/fier will introduce noise, the
signai-tloise-power ratio as observed at the output of the amplifier will be
reduced by a factor N' where N' is the noise factor of the amplifier.
Radiation Damping. The electrical energy accompanying the genera-
tion of the signal voltage and associated signal current flowing in the input
circuit is abstracted from the precessional energy of the protons and could
lead to a rapid decay of the proton signal. Bloemberger and Pound (1954),
neglecting the intrinsic relaxation, state that the signal strengril should dt_cay
according to
t
E = E seth
S SO
where Xl = 1 (4_vX Ht_Q*r_) and Q* is the working Q of the coil provided that
the proton magnetization is originally at right angles to the earth s field.
For a polarizing field ol 100 oersteds
x = 200/Q*n1
and thus radiation damping for water (T 1 = 3 secs) is appreciable when
Q*n _> 30
Power Dlsai_tion. For operations in which the measurements are
made frequently over a long period of time, consideration must be given to
the temperature rise of the coil.
If &T is the allowable temperature dlIference between the coil surface
and the surrounding medium, then
R 2 , 2,(a+2)bh/_T
where h Is the heat transfer coeIiicieat. This _.strue provided that Kc _t h
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where K is the thermal conductivity of copper (i. e., provided that there is
a negligible temperature difference between the inner and outer layers of
the coil).
4.0 Experimental Measurements
Six different coil sample configurations were constructed and con-
nected to the input of the portable proton magnetometer (Mudie and Belsh6,
1965). The coil was matched into the amplifier using the formula given in
Mudie and Belsh_ (1965) and tuned to resonance at the proton frequency.
Polarizing voltage was then applied and the polarizing current measured.
The polarizing current and coil resistance were used to calculate the polar-
izing power, P, dissipated in the bottle. The polarizing field was then re-
moved, and the peak signal amplitude, S, out of the portable proton magne-
tometer was monitored on an oscilloscope screen and photographed. An
arbitrary figure of merit, S2/p, and the decay constant for each bottle were
measured and are given in Table 2. A "typical" photograph appears in
Fig. 2.
5.0 Conclusions
The observed figures of merit vary by a factor of 200 depending on the
design of the bottles. As the bottles differ from each other in more than one
parameter, it is not easy to separate the h_fluences of the various parame-
ters. These measurements were originally made to provide an experimental
check on calculations based on the theoretical considerations.
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Upper Trace lk)ttle #7 Polarizing Voltage 20 V
Middle Trace Lk)ttle _10 Polarizing Voltage 20 V
Lower Trace Bottle ;_10 Polarizing Voltage 10 V
-I -1
Scale 500 resets cm 1.0 volts cm
Fig. 2. Typical Photograph of Proton Signal
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PORTABLE PROTON MAGNETOhlETER
John D. Mudle and John C. 8elsh_*
1.0 Introduction
Knowledg-_ of the spatial and temporal var/a_ns of the e_rth's ;r,_g-
netic field may be useful in analyses of the main magnetic field, for el_g:i-
dating the structure and magnetic properUe,+of the earth's crustor its soils,
and in studying the interaction of the solar stream t:pon the exosphere of the
ear'._. Since their introduction in the early 1950'o nuclear magnetometers
have been successfaUy used in all s,u;h applications. _The portable proton
magnetometer described in this report measures the to_ll geomagnetic field
intensity to an accuracy of one gamma (1 _ = I x 10 -$ oerstad) with a mini-
mum ttme between measurem,_ts of six seconds_
Nuclear magnetometers were intr_ into marine survey work at
the Scripps Institution of Oceanog_raphy in 195_ and _a supplauted the flux-
gate magnetometers which had been uned there previously. These nuclear
m-gnetometars are of the free nuclear precession type and are described by
Warren and Vacqui.-.r (1961).
During Expedition Monsoon (1959-60)a desire arose for a portable
version of the proton magnetometer which would permR rapid magnetic sur-
veys on oceanic Islands, One of the authors (JCB) began designing such a
unit at that time following closely the circuit spectfications he had given an
Oxford Univers:_ laboratory in 1957 to construct sn instrument for survey-
Lag elias scheduled for archeological investigation. An instrument _ I_.,¢¢n
subsequently developed m a commercial form by the Littlemore Hngtueer-
tag Company of Oxford, 0tRkcn, 1961) and similar ones were ¢.oamructed
by Dr. Fred Gray of Imperial College, London, and Dr. I. Scollar of the
gheinisches Landes Museam, Ikam. A!I these designs followed the method
of measurement suggested by Waters r,md Francis (19S8). A portable tran-
sistorlzed magnetometer ms designed and constructed in 1962 0DM) Jollow-
Lag the Waters and lWrancis method. Provisions were made in the original
design to permit easy adaptation of the _ortabls device to marine use, as
discussed in section 5.
" Current address Institute of Geophysics, University of Hawaii, Honolulu.
Io
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2.0 Principle of a Nuclear Magnetometer
The first experimental determination of the magnitude of the earth's
magnetic field by measurement _f the precession frequency of protons was
carried out by Packard and Varian (1954)following a suggestion vy B!och
(1946). Development of the method was s_bsequentIy carried out by Waters
sad Francis (1958) who measured the earth's magnetic field as follows.
Partial alignment of the protons was p_oduced by a strong _larizing
field approximately normal to the earth's field; the polarizing field was re-
moved quickly and a measurement made of the frequency of precession of
the protL, ns about the earth's field. In order to ob_In an accuracy of I gamma,
the technique adopted was to measure the time, T, taken for a fixed number
of proton precessions (usually about 2000) to occur. This was determined
by counting the number of pulses generated from a standard crystal clock
(I00 kHz) during the tire interval T.
Other absolute proton mao_..e_meters have been devised which were
based on differen_t p_inciples, for example:
a) that of Warren and Vacquier{1961)who formed the fourth harmonic
of the proton frequency and determined, the number of cycles occurring in a
fixed time;
b) thatofVarlan Associates who determined the beat note with a fixed
oscillator by using resonant "reeds (Varian Associates). However these
methods are less precise than that of Waters and Francis and their mm_hod
of measurement was therefore adopted,
2.1 Proton Motion
The nucleus of an store he$ _ intrinsic spin momentum I_ and an
associated co-linear magnetic dipole moment ,¢I_ where _/ is the nuclear
gyromagnetic ratio. For hydros, I = ± I/2, and for protons in water
X = 2 • 67513 - 104 z I oersteds-" sec -1 (Vtgouxeux, 1963).
The equation of motion of the ansular momentum operator in the
Helse_berg system of matr/x mechanics (followin B Abralam, 1961) is
where f-_= - "di 1_ • I) is tim Hamfltontaa de_rtbing the coupling of the @in
with themagnetic field H;
o
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"" I dt
Consider the z component,
dl
hzt dt z3 t_-,"{" b tl + D. I + .rt. tx x' z_ y y
Now by elementary qu_atum theory (Schfff, p. 142),
_I, I q i_,ly, ly -I +___ fill and ['I IJ = 0.Lx zJ = E ' Iz,-J x t_z'
Hence
dl
- {iN - IH ) ,
i dt i xy yx
i._.,
dI
--+ ErxnJdt = T z
Clsoslcal theory predicts that _a magnetic dipole strength M = _¢ I as-
sociated with an angular momentum I in a magnetic fle_ H will move so :hat
-- = MxH =ylxH,dt
i.e., the expectmtion value of I taken over the wave function of a free sp/n ]"
obeys the same equation as the classical case and hence the classical ap--
Irroach is valid provided we are dealing with large number of hlmal_r_tl non-
interacting spins. The large number of quanta of angular momentum con-
trilmtlng to the total allows the angular momentum to be treated classically;
quantizatlon of the individual angular momenta will not be noticeable ha the
over-all total.
Spln interactions, which are not negligible, cause the sdditlon of three
further terms to the eqtmtion of motion, viz.
= YMxH (M- i) i __.." ]-)] _ { 0d-Mo)_t.. ) _"
dt T 2 T 2 T I
where _, is • unit vector alongH (Bloch, 1946). The extra terms govern the
rate o! approach w equilibrium conditions. T I, the longitudinal relaxation
' time, is • measure of the time interval between nuclear collisions, and T_,
the traverse relaxation time, arises from inhomogenelties in the magnetic
field at the nuclei due to
3o
I
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a) the magnetic fields caused by other nuclei, and
b) the inhomogeneit T of the over-all magnetic field.
For a liquid of low viscosity, a)is averaged out by the thermal motion of the
molecules. For protons In water In a homogeneous magnetic field, the over-
all relaxation time x " T 1 = T 2 " 2.5 sees. The equilibrium magnetization
Mo for protons in a field H is
n_,2f?'=_M =
o 2kT
=xH
where X Is Lhe static nuclear susceptibility (Abra_m, 1961); for water at
room temperature, X = 3 x I0 -I0 cgs units. The additional terms cause the
precessiug protorts to lose coherence and the signal amplitude (section 2.2)
thus decays exponent_ally with a time constant of about 2.5 sees in a homo-
geneous field. Note that a magnetic field gradient of 2 ,t era-I or greater
will also cause a more .rapid signal dec.ay due to variat/ons in precessional
frequency across the sensing head (bottle).
2.2 Production of Proton Signal
In a proton magnetometer a large polarizing field, c. I00 oersteds,
is applied at right angles to the earth's field for a period comparable to •.
At the end of the polarizing period, if the magnetization acquired before
polarization ls._neglected_ the pro_ens are preferen_dly aligned along
(Hp + We) and M x (Hp + He) l._szero. If the polarizing field is removed
instantaneously, the couple M x H_. acting on the protons causes the spin
axis toprocess about the earth's field at the 12unor frequency ,, such that
.,xl " Mxl-i
so that
w -- -YH.
The rotating magnetic fisld caused by the d/pole precession Induces
a voltage In the polar_/z/nl[" coil which is then amplified. The amplitude of
• XHp x H ethe rotating field ts L and pnerates a voltage of the order of micro-
He
volts In the coil. The signal has • frequency of 2000 Hz for an ambient field
of 0. $ oersteds. The signal is amplified in • narrow bandwidth high-gaIn
audio amplifier and T (the time taken for 1000 prt_.esslon cycles to occur)
measured. During T, pulses from a standard 100 kHz crystal oaclllator are
counted in a set of five decade cotmters and thus the field H (In oersted) may
be determined.
e
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2_fH - Y
2 " 1000
Y T
2 _" 1000 x 1o5 oersteds
where "_"-2 • 67513 x 104oersteds -1 sec -1 and C is the decade count as In-
dicated on the front panel meters. A set of tables rela_ug H and C appear
In section3.3
3.0 Operating Instrucuons
3.1 Adjustments
1. Set timing controls IH'I, 13"1"2,CTI, c'r2 and CT3, to suitable values
using Figs. I and 2 or 3.
2. Connect supplies,C, -24 voltsor -12 volts;A, -12 volts(may be
parallelwith C); F common + ve ground on BATTIRRY plug; connect
detector to IK)TTLE socket and set detector approximately E - W.
3. Switch On; set FUNCtion _rwitch to INDicate.
4. PrtQs "_t 0" button. All meters should read 0. If not adjust as
detailed In section 4.5b of thisman,ml
5, Press "set 9" button. Rotate "adjust 9" control to set all meters
at 9. If they cannot all be set to read 9 simultaneously, adjust as de-
tailed ha section 4.5b of this maaual.
6. Set FUNCtion switch toMONitor and press POLARIZE button.
). After4secsmeterwlllfllck;observethemaximum reading.Ad-
Justbottle and tuning controlsformaximum signal amplltude (usually
about 6) by pressing PCLARIZE button and observing variation of sig-
tml amplituds w{,_ tuningsetting.
8. Set FUNCtion swRch to INDicate and observe count. The count may
be converted to field strength by use of tables in section 3.3.
9. For valid readings, the detector should be at least 5 meters from
the iustrument; xn addition the detector, cable and tuning controls
should not be disturbed during the counting per/od.
t
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3.2 Circuit Functions
A measurement is initiated by pressing the POLARIZE button which
triggers a timer unit (DTI, see Fig. 4). The timer unit, via the relay con-
trol unit (S4a), energizes the polarizing relays A and B in the preamplifier
(Fig. 5). These relays apply s polarizing voltage to the detector coil and
also reset the counters and control circuits. After 4 secs the timer reverts
to its quiescent st,ate and the polarizing relays are released removing the
polarizing field. The detector bottle is then connected to the amplifier. The
bottle toll is tuned to the proton frequency by the "bottle tuning" capecltors
BTI and BT2. The sigiml Is amplified in a 3-stage low-noise transistor ampli-
fier in Sland fed(via a link _ to B on plug P2)to a high Q filter(Fig. 6)tuned
by CTI, CT2 and CT3 to the proton frequency (tuning settings for varieus
field values appear in Figs. I and 2 and for various locations in Fig. 3).
After filtering, the signal is furgler amplified in $2 and fed to the pulse
shaper PSI which produces sharp pulses suitable for the counting circuits.
A special circuit(S3 and S4b, Fig. 4) indicates the signal amplitude on meter
1 when the FUNCtion switch is set to the MONitor position. The divide chain
A3, A2 and AI produces a single pldse for each 1000 proton pulses and these
are fed to on interlocked binary control, B1 and B2, which operls the 8ate G 1
for the duration of 1000proton pulses. During this time 100 kHz pulses from
the crystal osctllltor, OSC, are transmitted through the gate and are cot_nt.._d
in the decade dividers, C5, C4, C3, C2, and C], the counts of which _pl:_t:.._
on the meters on the front panel,
o
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Table 3.3 Field in Oersted vs Count
.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.9 900.0
20000.0 1.17437 6853 6274 5701 5134 4573 4017 3466 2920 2380
21000.0 1.11845 315 790 269 9754 9244 8738 8237 7740 7248
22000.0 1.06761 278 5799 5325 4854 4388 3927 3469 3015 2565
23000.0 1.02119 1677 1239 804 374 9946 9523 9103 8687 8274
24000.0 .97864 458 55 6656 6260 5867 5477 5091 4707 4327
25000.0 .93950 575 204 2836 2470 2107 1748 1391 1036 6_5
26000.0 .90336 9990 9647 9306 8967 8632 8299 7968 7640 7314
27000.0 .80990 669 351 34 5720 5409 5099 4792 4487 4184
28000.0 .83884 585 289 2994 2702 2412 2124 1838 1553 1271
29000.0 .80991 713 436 162 9889 9618 9349 9082 8_17 8553
30000.0 .78291 31 7773 7516 7261 7008 6756 6506 6258 6011
31000.0 .75766 522 280 40 4801 4563 4327 4093 3860 3628
32000.0 .73398 169 2942 2716 2492 2269 2047 1827 1608 1390
33000.0 .71174 959 745 .533 322 112 9903 9696 9489 9284
34000.0 .69081 8878 8677 8476 8277 8079 7883 7687 7493 7299
35000.0 .67107 6916 6726 6537 6349 6162 5976 5791 5607 5425
36000.0 .65243 62 4882 4704 4526 4349 4173 3998 3824 3651
37000.0 .63479 308 138 2969 2801 2633 2466 2301 2136 1972
38000.0 .61809 617 485 325 165 6 848 691 535 379
39000.0 .60224 70 9917 9764 9613 9462 9312 9162 9014 8866
40000.0 .58719 572 426 281 137 7994 7851 7709 7567 7426
41000.0 .57286 147 8 6870 6733 6596 6460 6325 6190 6056
42003.0 .55922 790 657 526 395 264 135 6 4877 4749
43000.0 .54622 495 369 243 118 3994 3870 3747 3624 3502
44000.0 .53380 259 139 19 2900 2781 2662 2545 2427 2310
45000.0 .52194 78 1963 1849 1734 1621 1507 1395 1283 1171
46000.0 .51060 949 839 729 619 511 402 294 187 80
47000.0 .49973 867 761 656 551 447 343 240 137 34
48000.0 .48932 830 729 628 528 428 328 229 130 31
49000.0 .47933 836 739 642 545 449 354 258 163 69
50000.0 .46975 881 788 695 602 510 418 326 235 144
51000.0 .46054 5964 5874 5784 5695 5607 5518 5430 5342 5255
52000.0 .45168 81 4995 4909 4823 4738 4653 4568 4484 4400
53000.0 .44316 232 149 66 3984 3902 3820 3738 3657 3576
54000.0 .43495 415 335 255 175 96 17 2939 2860 2782
7.
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Table 3.3 (Cont'd)
• 0 It)(). 0 200.0 30{). 0 400.0 500.0 609.0 700.0 800.0 9UO, 0
55000.0 .42704 627 550 473 396 _20 244 168 92 17
5o0()0.0 .41942 807 793 718 044 571 497 424 351 278
57000.0 .4t206 134 62 990 91o 84S 777 706 636 505
58000.0 .40496 426 356 287 218 149 81 13 9945 9877
59000.0 .398(_ 742 675 608 541 475 408 342 277 211
OOt)OO.O .39140 81 i0 8951 8386 8622 8758 8694 8631 8567
61000.0 .38504 441 378 316 253 191 129 67 6 7944
62000.0 .37883 822 76J 700 640 580 520 460 400 341
63000.0 .37282 223 164 105 46 6988 6930 6872 6814 6756
64000.0 .36699 042 585 528 471 415 358 302 246 190
65600.0 .361.34 79 24 5968 5913 5859 5804 5749 5695 5641
66000.0 .35587 533 479 426 373 319 266 213 161 198
67000.0 .35056 4 4951 4900 4848 4796 4745 4693 4642 4591
68000.0 .34540 490 439 389 338 288 238 1_ 139 89
69000.0 .34040 3990 3941 3892 3844 3795 3746 3698 3650 3601
70000.0 .33553 506 458 410 363 315 268 221 174 128
71000.0 .33081 34 2988 2942 2896 2850 2804 2758 2712 2667
72000.0 .32621 576 53i 486 4_1 396 352 307 263 219
73000.0 .32175 131 87 43 1999 1956 1912 1869 1826 1783
74000.0 .31740 697 _54 612 569 527 484 442 4t)0 358
75000.0 .31317 275 233 192 150 109 68 27 986 945
76000.0 .30904 864 823 783 743 702 662 622 583 543
77000.0 .30503 464 424 385 345 306 267 228 189 151
78000.0 .30112 73 35 9997 9958 9920 9882 9844 9806 9769
79000.0 .29731 693 656 618 581 544 507 470 433 396
80000.0 .29359 323 286 250 213 177 141 105 69 33
81000.0 .28997 961 925 890 854 819 784 748 713 678
82000.0 .28643 608 573 539 504 470 435 401 366 332
83000.0 .28298 264 230 196 162 129 95 61 28 7995
84000.0 .27961 928 895 862 829 796 763 730 697 665
85000.0 .27632 600 567 535 503 471 439 407 375 343
86000.0 .27311 279 248 216 184 153 122 90 59 28
87000.0 .26997 966 935 904 873 843 812 782 751 721
88000.0 .26690 660 630 600 569 539 509 480 450 420
89000.0 .26390 361 331 302 272 243 214 184 155 126
8_
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Tab!e 3.3 (Cont'd)
.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.0 900.0
90000.0 .260')7 _ 39 10 5982 5953 5924 58_0 5807 5839
91000.0 .25810 782 754 726 697 609 64i 613 585 558
92000.0 .25530 502 474 447 419 392 364 337 310 282
93000.0 .25255 228 201 174 147 i20 93 07 40 13
94000.0 .24987 900 934 907 881 n54 828 8(12 77O 750
95000.0 .24724 098 072 046 620 594 568 543 517 _92
96000.0 .24466 44! 415 390 365 339 3!4 289 264 239
97000.0 .242!4 189 104 139 114 90 65 40 16 3991
98000.0 .23967 942 918 894 869 845 821 797 773 749
99000.0 .23725 701 677 653 629 605 582 558 534 51[
10(3000.0 .23487 464 441 417 394 371 347 324 301 278
101000.0 .23255 232 209 186 163 140 118 95 72 49
102000.0 .23027 4 2962 2959 2937 2915 2892 2870 2848 2525
103000.0 .22803 781 759 737 715 693 671 b49 628 606
104000.0 .22584 562 541 519 498 476 454 433 412 390
105000.0 .22369 348 326 395 284 203 242 221 20[) 179
106000.0 .22158 137 116 95 75 54 33 13 1992 1971
107000.0 .21951 930 910 889 869 849 828 808 788 708
108000.0 .21748 727 707 687 667 647 627 6_8 588 568
109000.0 .21548 528 509 489 469 450 430 411 391 :372
110(100.0 .21352 333 313 294 275 256 236 2!7 198 179
111000.0 .21160 141 122 103 84 65 46 27 8 990
112000.0 .20971 952 934 915 896 878 859 841 822 804
113000.0 ,20785 767 749 730 712 694 676 657 639 621
114000.0 .20603 585 567 54q 531 513 495 477 459 442
115000.0 .20424 406 388 371 353 335 318 300 283 265
116000.0 .20248 230 213 196 178 161 144 126 109 92
117000.0 .20075 58 40 23 6 9989 9972 9955 9938 9921
11801)0.0 .19905 888 871 854 837 821 804 787 771 7_
2
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4.0 Technical Description
4.1 De_ector Head
In order to reduce the level of external interference, two identical
coils each of iaduc_.nce 34.9 mH and 6.2 .q resistance wound from 950 turns
of #19 gauge copper wire were _rranged anti-parallel to each o_er and con-
netted via a coaxial cable to the "bottle" input on the magnetometer, in the
detector fir_ used w_th this instrument. Other similar _-'oilshave later been
used in both single and double coil arrangements. All can be tuned by switches
BT1 and BT2. The liquid used inside these coils has always been distilled
water of a commercial (t_ttery)gnute contained h_ a 250 cc plastic container.
4.2 Polarization and Removal of the Polarizing Field
During polarization 24 V (12 V sufficient) is applied across the coll
via contacts Alb and Bib for 4 sees (Fig. 5). Kelay B has a I00/_F capaci-
tor in parallel with it and is fed via a diode and surge limiting resistors of
I0 _. Since pin (I) of the subchassis SI is kept at -12 V, whenever pin (8)
is earthed by the polarizing control system bo_ relays A and Boperate; how-
ever, after removal of the current, relay A opens immediately (the protect-
ingdiodeacrossitpreventsany spikes)whilerelayB isdelayedapproxi-
mately 10 milliseconds by virtue of the 100 _F capacitor shunting it.
The 10--milll_cond delay between relay A openhtg and relay B open-
ing is used to quench the current flowing in the bottle, As soon a_ Albopens,
the voltage across the bottle gQe8 positive forcing the 1N3195 diode to con-
duct and charging the 60 _F, 50 V capacitor up to approxlnmtely 24 V. This
voltage causes the current in the bottle to decrease until it eventually goes
through zero; the diode cuta off and prevents the 60 #F capacitor front dis-
c.smrgtng into the bottle. This process takes approximately 3 mlllisecond_
and is used to prevent the formation of large voltage spikes across relay
Alb contacts while ensuring a sufficiently r_pld removal of tim polarizing
field. While this process has been occurring, relay B has remained ener-
gized and has been earthing the input to the amplifier to protect It via con-
tact B2b and the computing secttan has been reset by the Olaming of _,,_ct
B2a. When relay B opens, the reset line is grour,_d via B2a and the bottle
connected m the amplifier by B_.
10.
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4.3 Amplifier
'Fhe amplifier input is tunedand has the following general arrangement
shown in Fig. 8. C ! and C 2 are chosen to resonate with the coil at the high-
est proton frequency of interest and to provide the correct step-down, ratio
between t.ke bottle a,d the tra, sistor at the lowest proton frequency of inter-
est. If R. i._ the ac series clrcultresistance at the lowest proton frequency
of tntereet _1 and Rim the effective input resistance of the •mplifter, then
/.
(t/C2)/ (1/C1)+ (l/C 2) = Rin/
and C 3 ischosen so that
2L CIC2
u x (C3 + Ci + C----2) = I. (L is bottleinductance.)
C 3 ismade upof two switche_ BT Iand BT 2on the frontpanel,each increasing
the capacitancein stepsof 0.03 _F and 0.003 _F respectively. Two more
transistorstages of amplificationfollow the low noise inputstageand this
outputisfed to the finefiltervia the link between pins B and C on plug P2"
The finefilteris tuned to FT I, FT 2 and FT 3 and the appropriate settinge
of these for various counts and the settings of the bottle filter appear in
gig8. 1 and 2. The output from the fine filter is fed to • single transistor
amplifier S2 Cmonitori-,g point: at pin C on plug P2), and the signal is again
amplifiedand fed _o the pul_e shaper PSI and via a 22 klllevel settingre-
sistorto an •mplifier in S3.
4.4 SignalAmplitude Meter
The output of S3 is ased to drive the rectifying circuits in S4b for the
meter indicau_v of proton signal amplitude (switched'by the FUNCtionswitch).
.: For a reliable re_dmg the meter 1 should reach at least 6 on the sc•le when
measuring the proton amplitude.
4.5 Computing Circuits(Fig. 9)
As the frequency of proton precession ts to i_ measured to a higil de,-
_ gree of accuracy, the periodmeasureme_ t method has been used. Thus th(..
;_ time taken for I000 _/clel of the proton signal to occur is determined by
;: counting the number of pulses produced irom a 100 kl_ standard crystal in
_ii that time. (A block diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig. 4. )
i_ 11.
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When the polariziJ_.g current in the bottle is removed, a spike is sent
th:-o:_gh the amplifY, st which causes tae .v.med circ_dt of t;ae fine filter to ring.
In order to allow this transient to decay, a delay of O. 2 sec is made before
starting the determfnatior,, of _e proton frequency.
4.5a Divider chain and binaries
The units prefixed TS are commercially available transistorized
mod.Jles manafactured by Venner Electronics, New Malden, Surrey, England.
"IZne i00O counter is made up cf two TSI I units and one sh_,.tly _..,odt-
fied TSII. When the grey reset line is ungrounded all the computing ele-
ments except A I are set in the 0 state. A I is _e t by internal adjustments to
the wiring to 6 so that the count in the counters stands at 600 after resetting.
Thus, after relay B de-energizes, decade counter A I will produce its first
pulse only after 400/2000 secs = 0.2 sec; the next pulse frnm counter A I
will of course occur I000 proton cycles later. These two l_Ises control the
opening and closing of gate Glvia the interlock binaries Bland B2. The first
pulse alters the state of B2 and this change is fed from pln 2 of B2 to pin 4 of
B1 causing it to c.hange its state and the gate G I to open; the next _Ise changes
the state of Bl via pin 6 of B. causing the gate to close. Ft_,'ther pulses will
not change the state of the b_maries uuttl the binaries are reset. Binary. B1
controls the gate and when the gate, G I. is open the 100 kHz crystal oscil-
lator pulses are fed into the decade chain.
4.5b Decade chain
This consists of five decade (divide by ten) units. The first unit, C5,
is a medi,an speed unit TSlOMF, while the remaining four C units are low
speed units TSI ILF. The state of the counters is displayed on a set of meters
on the front panel.
To allow for individualcounter differences,trimming controlsfor the
meters at'epL'ovided(Fig. I_)_ To setthese correctlythe "SET 0" button
should be presse,d (thisbreaks the reset linebetween the C counters and the
controllingbirmries, thus resettingonly the C counters);the I0 k£ potenti-
ometers are then adjustedso thatallthe meters read 0. After settingthe
"ADJUST 9" controlon the frontpanelto itsmid-position,_t,e"SET 9" button
should be pressed and _e 500fl potentiometers adjusted so that all the meters
indicate 9. The "SET 0" button 8hould De then again pressed and the 10 kf/
potentiometers readjusted if necessary. The 5fl '_ADJUST 9" control is used
to compensate for battery voltage changes duringoperation and should be ad-
.lusted whenever necessary.
12.
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.Note d'.a' curl-ent output from the decade_ ° C1-----_ C 5 are F_..ssed via
plug PI" This plug normally has links but If automatic readout is desired
it is suggested that a recorder be stepp__.t scque:itiall.v ")bsvr: ins t!'e c,atput
ca_ re,us in each of tlne decades
4 0 Polal-ma_.qn C,,-ntrol (Fi,x. l,q)
• ° .7
Bo|a rlzation control is initiated bv momentarily connecting the polari-
7_ation bus to -i0 V via the push-button POLA:-',IZE or pins P cn the out-put
plugs. The -10 V pulse is converted int.':, a -3 V pulse by a potential divider
circuit comprising a 22 kP, resistor and a 10 k_ resistor and fed ,..a a diode
into the delay timer DT 1. The output at pin (I_ is normally at -9 V but once
initiated the output ialis to -i V for _ sees. Tins time delay is set by a
200 k,q resistor. I_,e output from pin (1) is fecl to pin (6) of the polarizing
control sub-unit on chassis S4b. A 3.3 V zener diode prevents the -1 V
from passing _rough the 68 kll resistor and ti:e 2N520 transistor is cut oft
forcing the 2N!305 to saturate and thus the relays A and B connected to pin
(I) of chassis S 4 via pin (8) on c,hassis S 1 to opera_.e. When the delay timer
DTI reverts to restil_g state after S sees, the output (ptn 1 on DT1) reverts
to -9 V forcing 0.1 mA to flow through the 68 kfl resistor in S 4 (Fig. 7) and
the 2N520 to savara_.e aml the 2N1305 to be cut off. Plugs P1 and P2 contain
facilities for initiating a polarization sequence by application of a - 10 V .rmlse
on pin P.
4.7 Crystal Oscillator (Fig. 9)
The c rysta! oscillato r is conmixled complete with It s amplifier ct rcults
in the TS25 un._t. The frequency of the oscillator cain be observed on pin M
of plug PI" The crystal should be standardized by placing a suitable capaci-
tor across pins (7) and (8) of 06C plug. This should be. between 0 and 100pF
and should be chosen .so that the frequency of oscillation is 100 kHz -+! Hz.
4.8 Power Supplies (Fig. 11)
The polarizing supply to the bottles is fed directly from pin C of the
Imttery via pin(2)of unit $1. The -12V _ulvply i8 used to control the polari-
zing relays A and B directly via pin (I) of the SI units. All other ,mRs are
supplled via me "'ADJUST 9" 5 .q variable resia'/or which is used to compen-
sate for battery voltage fluctuations.
13.
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All the cemputinge!ements are decoapl_--d via resisto,-s (chosen s,) that
a 1 V drep appears across them) and 50 uF capacttor._. In addition, two
100/a_t: capaclto:-s shunt t,hc - 12 V line and a reverse-biased dr,de bl,r, vs ule
fuse_f the 12 V suppl.¢Ifth_ supply is _o,._u ,.,,u:_a,....._,.,pola:i_y.
4.9 Po_cr C,.;::_amption
For most purposes a 12 V polarlzingsapply wi!' be fo,md adequate; the
magnetometer the_ cor:sames 230mA on standby az:d i. 3A while pola:iziag.
5.0 Modlfica:ions
Several modifications zo a unit such as this are possible. Pruvision
tins been made on plug 1 for connection to a pen recorder of the count dis-
played m analogue .,ashion on the meters of the J_ront panel. "[he additlou ,)f
automatic cecycling circuits to the unit would men result m an a.'.tomatic
base stauon recording instrument. The count which is generated in a binary
coded decimal form could also be recorded d_gitally but the particular tran-
sistor modules used here are not well suited to drive a digital recorder.
Three modifications to tale tm_t which lmveapplicattons in marine sur-
ve) ing will be mentioned.
5. _. Deep-Tow Version
The deep-_owed instrument package. ,.ruder development at MPL_ is
well suited for making magnetic mel_urements at depth in the oceans. The
case of this device can contain the polarizing power, the programming unit,
and the preamplifiers for the signal. The output o! t_,Is amplifier is fed up
a cable to the ship where the portable magnetometer is used to amphfy the
signal, select the signal from the noise in its tuned stage and count the sig-
nal's frequency.
A further modification of dais device was used in a seif-contained
package in the search for the submarine TttKESHER. This operation made
use of 12, 000 feet of cable aboard the ship GIBBS and readings were taken
every 30sees during working periods which could extend to twelve hours lx_-
fore the polarizing Ix,wet had to be replenished. Details of this operation
will be available in a separate report (Belsh_, in preparation).
14.
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5.2 Bathyscaph Version
Aeain motivated by the search for THRESHER the portable magl:e-
tomete: was ascd aL_a:d the _a_qys,caph I'!!.!ESTE The in_tr'lment was
contained in the control room and c,mn,.'cted _nro:_gh bulkhead 0reds _re con-
nectors to the d,_'tt_'ctor (bo.,.rtle) which wa_ fl,:ated 300 feet ab,.,v;- the vehicle.
Polarizing power and programmlngcirc:Jits (manual, at-command, interro-
g-ation was actually used) c:J lld a!.qo be 2:,:.tai p.'d wtt,'-.i" the b,fll, but elec-
trical :.nterference required a preamplifier t:) raise the signal leve! bef-Jre
it came through the bulkhead connecturs. Such an amplifier was housed in a
small high-pressure case on the upper deck o: the T_iE_E. A complete
description of this system is also in the THRESHER report.
5.3 Gradiometer Version
The layout of the modalc base con:_t:cti,)ns has been a.ade in a way
which will permit easy modification ",f ti_e n,a_etometer to a differential
form following measuring procedure.q we have developed (Mudie, 1963). This
would require certain additional com;ting units and an external ampllher for
the second signal chaanel.
-'L
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